This paper presents a solution to the sampled-data HDO control problem when the sampling function, the discrete-time controller and the hold function are all design parameters. The generalized sampling and hold functions are constrained to have piecewise impulse and piecewise constant waveforms, respectively. The resulting sampling and hold devices improve the control performance over that based on a zero-order-hold and on an ideal sampler, yet they are readily implementable on digital hardware, in contrast to the unconstrained ones.
Introduction
Since the early O OS, much attention has been paid to control of continuous-time systems using sampleddata controller, i.e., a controller implemented by a digital computer connected to a plant via an A/D (sampler) and a D/A (hold) converters. See books [4, 8, 6] for an introduction to the subject and pointers to relevant literature. In a great majority of these works, only the discrete part of the sampled-data controller is designed; the sampler and the hold, on the other hand, are selected without taking into consideration the plant dynamics or the control objectives. In most cases, an approximate "ideal" sampler is used to obtain the discrete time measurements and zero (or first) order holds are the devices of choice for converting the output of the discrete part of the controller to a continuous time control signal. Having fixed sampler and hold has several advantages: the behavior of these devices is fairly well understood and hence can be incorporated (at least heuristically) in the controller des i p process, the design of hardware is considerably simplified, adequate simulation tools exist, etc. At the same time, fixing the sampler and hold devices ' [15] ) defined over a subset called dom(RicD) and which has a one-to-one correspondence with the stabilizing solution of the discrete-time algebraic Riccati equations (DARE).
Problem formulation
Consider the general sampled-data control setup illustrated in Fig. l , where P is a continuous-time generalized plant and w, z, y and u are the continuoustime exogenous input, the regulated output, the measured output and the control signal, respectively. The sampled-data controller consists of three devices: a digital controller %, a sampler s 1 , and a hold 311,.
The three devices are assumed to be synchronized and with a given sampling period h. The generalized plant P is assumed to be LTI, with the following state-space representation:
The matrix D 11 is taken to be zero in order to simphfy the derivations and to obtain more transparent results. The conditions D21 = 0 and D22 = 0 ensure that the sampler sh operates over proper signals (i.e., the measured output is pre-filtered, if necessary, by an anti-aliasing filter before sampling).
In [lo, 11 the generalized zero-order hold and the sampler are assumed to act on the output of the digital controller iiF.1 and on the measured output y ( t ) respectively, to generate:
for some generalized hold and the sampler functions 4~ and 4s defined on the interval [O, h).
In this paper we constrain the generalized sampling function 4s to have the following generalized piecewise impulse waveform:
The measured output y ( t ) is ideally sampled CL times during one sampling period h by the generalized piecewise impulse sampler sh. The measurements are weighted by the gain function 4 s [jl and then summed to generate g @ + t h e input to the digital controller at the time instance kh. Note that fed into the digital controller at the time instance khcontains information about the measured output prior to kh. This is motivated by the fact that the weighting and summation operations can not be processed instantaneously.
Similarly, the generalized hold function 4~ is constrained to have the following generalized piecewise constant waveform: j =O that is, the output from the digital controller at the time instance kh is shaped by the gain function +H [il in order to generate the control signal u(t) which changes its value Y times during one sampling period h in a piecewise constant manner. Hence, the sampler and the hold assumed throughout ~n the sequel, the %, Sh and %h solving the OPHm are referred to as H" suboptimal digital controller, sampler and hold, respectively. The H" sub-optimality of these devices is understood as the ability to design 3, s h and %h so that the overall sampled-data controller KSd = %h%Sh is y-suboptimal.
Solution
The computation of the L2[0, h ] induced norm of the subsystem from w to z is also required:
This quantity can be computed as described in [4] , and it is the lower bound for the H" performance in sampled-data systems under an arbitrary choice of Sh and %h. Hence it is natural to consider only the cases where y > yo.
In the sequel we assume that: Moreover, as y -+ 00 these assumptions become necessary and sufficient for the existence of sampled-data stabilizing controllers for the setup in Fig. 1 . Assumptions (A3) and (A4) are counterparts of the standard assumptions on the absence of the unit circle (or the imaginary axis, in the continuous-time case) zeros of the subsystems from the control signal to the regulated output and from the exogenous input to the measured output, respectively. In fact, they guarantee that the matrix pairs ( r,, A,) and (I-, , A,) have no generalized eigenvalue on the unit circle.
The main result of this paper can now be stated. the generalized hold of the form (3a) with Indeed, this assumption affects neither the formulae (5b) and (5c) nor conditions (aHc) that still apply in the general case. Remark3. Note, that when y t 00, Theorem 1 actually solves the HZ design problem of the generalized sampling and hold functions with waveform constraints. Also, Theorem 1 contains the solutions to some known optimization problems already solved in the literature as particular cases. When Y = p = 1, the sampled-data controller %h%Sh is the solution to the H" suboptimal single rate sampled-data control problem [2] based on the zero-order-hold and on the ideal sampler converters (OH and OS are absorbed into the digital controller, thus becoming its 'C' and ' B' coefficients, respectively). In the case where p = 1, Theorem 1 actually solves the input multi rate [l] H" problem, which is a particular case of the general H" multi-rate problem treated in [5, 18] . It is worthwhile noting that Theorem 1 provides a simpler solution in this case both from the computational and conceptual point of view.
The solutions of the generalized piecewise constant hold function in (5b) and the generalized piecewise impulse sampling function in (5c) have interesting properties and interpretations. The remainder of this section is devoted to the discussion of those properties.
As seen from (5b) the solution to the suboptimal generalized piecewise constant hold depends only on the parameters of the the subsystem from w and U to z. Similarly, the solution to the suboptimal generalized piecewise impulse sampler (5c) depends only on the parameters of the subsystem from w to z and y. Hence, there is a separation between the designs of the H" suboptimal %h and Sh in the sense that the hold design does not depend on the measurement y(t), and the sampler design does not depend on the control action u(t). This separation can be explained by the fact that both the sampler and the hold are, in a sense, open-loop devices. However, both designs are affected by the subsystem from w to z hence the separation is not complete, unlike in the H2 design case. This is similar to the separation between the designs of the generalized sampler and hold in the unconstrained case [14] and in contrast to other works in In particular, it canbe shown that the generalized hold of the form (3a) with the hold function given by (5b) attempts to "reconstruct" the H"O state-feedback control law of the single-rate sampled-data control system with a Y times faster sampling period, assuming that i) the digital controller produces at the kth sampling instance an estimate of the state vector of the plant at t = kh; and ii) the disturbance w is the worst case one. In other words, the H" suboptimal generalized piecewise constant hold tries to compensate for the deterioration in the system performance due to the insufficiently fast sampling rate, by imitating the control law of a faster H" suboptimal sampled-data controller. This is in contrast to the early design [lo] where the hold device was designed to outperform single-rate sampled-data controllers with faster sampling rates. This property is similar to that of the generalized unconstrained hold developed in [14] which tries to imitate the continuous-time H" suboptimal state-feedback control law. The control goal here is to maximize the robust stability radius a. i.e., to find a maximum a > 0 so that the closed-loop system is stable for all IlAllrz < a.
It is well known [6] that the closed loop system in One can see, that by pre-processing one additional intersample measurement during the A/D conversion (i.e., p = 2) the required sampling rate can be relaxed on 60 P 80%. When p = 10, the discrete-time part of the controller and the hold can work at up to 6 times slower rate than the sampling rate required in the case of the standard ideal sampler. Moreover, as the constraint division p becomes larger, the requirements on the antialiasing filter can be relaxed. This, in turn, can 3904 lead to a further relaxation of the "fast sampling" requirement. Note, that for this example the optimal design of the hold function has almost no affect on the robust stability radius.
Conclusions
In this paper the H" sampled-data control problem has been treated assuming that not only the digital controller but also the sampler and the hold are design parameters. Taking into consideration implementation requirements, the designed sampler and hold have been treated subject to waveform constraints. In particular, the hold has been assumed to belong to the class of piecewise-constant hold functions with a given number Y of intersample corrections of the control signal. The sampler has been assumed to average a given number p of weighted measurements, equally spread within the intersample (thus, piecewise-impulse waveform of the sampling function). Necessary and sufficient conditions of the existence of a y-suboptimal sampled-data controller have been obtained and explicit formulae for the suboptimal sampler, hold, and discrete-time part of the controller have been derived. It is believed that these results will be helpful in many applications where the available sampling rate is insufficiently fast. Note, that the formula for the discrete-time part of the controller is presented only for the case where Y = K V for a positive K (the existence conditions as well as the formulae for the sampler and hold are valid for arbitrary Y and p). The reason is that the formula for the general case turns out to be quite complicated. It is believed, however, that a simpler expression exists and its derivation is currently investigated.
